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Tenting area and tenting height (or Coaptation distance)

Tenting

Tenting 

height
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Increased tenting dimensions predict residual/recurrent MR

Surgical Restrictive Annuloplasty

Residual MR

No Residual MR

Magne, Pibarot, Dagenais,  et al. Circulation. 2007;115:782-791
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Tenting and restrictive annuloplasty

Mihos and Santana J , Lessons from CTSN. Thorac Dis 2016;8(1):E94-E99

Recommends 

adding additional 

repair elements to 

annular ring, when 

increased tenting 

is seen
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Indirect Annuloplasty –
Carillon® Mitral Contour System®

• 6 months after implant
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Prior studies of Carillon

• TITAN

• TITAN II

• REDUCE FMR

• Trials of patients with symptomatic FMR, diminished LV function and dilated LV’s

• Independent Echo Core lab quantitative echo analyses with one year follow-up

• Measurements of tenting parameters performed prospectively

– Blinded assessment in REDUCE FMR                  
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Analyses

• Two parameters of success, comparing paired measurement: baseline to one 

year in patients receiving Carillon device :

– % regurgitant volume (RV) change

– % LVEDV change - remodeling

• Divided into terciles –

– Lowest tertcle with least improvement in %RV – labeled a “low-responder”

– Highest tercile with greatest improvement over one year – labeled a “responder”

• Coaptation height (tenting distance) and tenting area evaluated as predictor 

for non-responder

– Compared Low-responders to Responders



Tercile ANOVA Analysis of Coaptation Distance

Baseline tenting height in mm (mitral coaptation distance)

Patients are represented by individual dots and by study (color)

%RV %LVEDV
P = 0.0478 P = 0.2308

• Best responders (High Responders) have longer baseline coaptation distance

• Mean baseline coaptation distance in the High Responders is > 11 mm (the surgical determiner of worse outcomes)

• Increased baseline coaptation distance does not appear to be associated with worse outcomes for the Carillon device

Confidential

Low Responder High Responder Low Responder High Responder
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Tercile ANOVA Analysis of Tenting Area

%RV %LVEDV

Baseline tenting area (MTA) in cm2

Patients are represented by individual dots and by study (color) 

P = 0.0498 P = 0.0650

• Best responders (High Responders) have more baseline tenting area

• Mean baseline mitral valve tenting area in the High Responders is > 2.5 cm2 (the surgical determiner of worse outcomes)

• Increased baseline mitral valve tenting does not appear to be associated with worse outcomes for the Carillon device

Confidential

Low ResponderLow Responder High ResponderHigh Responder
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Carillon Non implant cases

• Non-implant data available from TITAN (when Carillon was removed but 

patients followed), and from REDUCE FMR (randomized control group, or 

device removed)

• Very few ”responders” seen

• Tenting parameters not significantly different between “responders” and ”low-

responders” in these patients , but trended opposite to that seen with 

implanted patients (higher parameters in “low responders”)
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Conclusions

• Unlike surgical annuloplasty, increased tenting 

dimensions are not associated with worse 

outcomes with Carillon Indirect annuloplasty

– The opposite seems more supported by this 

preliminary evidence:  Increased tenting 

parameters associated with greater impact of 

Carillon in improving mitral regurgitation and left 

ventricular remodeling

• Suggests impact of Carillon is not the same as 

surgical annular reduction

• Perhaps the flexibility of the indirect 

annuloplasty allows for improved mitral annular 

function – not simply due to mitral annular 

reduction


